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Overview
Objective of the paper is to discuss items factoring into pension
longevity management decisions and some longevity management
alternatives
 Long-term trend has been for relatively steadily increasing lifespans


There is some debate over whether this will continue

 Changes in longevity assumptions can have significant impacts on

liabilities


Main assumptions are underlying base table and improvements

 There are various alternatives for managing longevity exposures


Plan design changes



Transfer risk to insurance companies



Hedge longevity risk
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Historic Mortality Trend
United States Life Expectancy at Birth (Period)

Source: The Human Mortality Database (2008).
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Estimating Future Mortality
 There is considerable debate over whether the historic longevity improvement

trends will continue in the future


Some argue that factors such as obesity will slow down or reverse the
improvement trend



Others argue that medical advances will significantly increase lifespans

 The best estimate of the current mortality is one of the most significant

assumptions (along with the improvement trend)


It is the starting point for mortality projections

 Most US pension plans had historically not focused much attention on mortality

assumptions


Base table was prescribed for some purposes and improvement trends were not
always factored in



Pension Protection Act updates assumptions, includes improvement trends, and
allows the use of company-specific assumptions
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Impact of Mortality on Pension Liability
Sample Pension Plan Liabilities Using Different Mortality Assumptions
No postretirement benefit increases
Mortality Assumption(2)

1.5% postretirement benefit increases

TVs(3)

Retirees

Total

TVs(3)

Retirees

Total

1983 GAM

263,043

178,957

442,000

299,680

202,256

501,936

RP-2000 Combined Healthy

264,011

180,535

444,546

300,786

204,018

504,803

RP-2000, Proj. Scale AA

268,746

187,150

455,896

307,411

212,671

520,081

RP-2000 x 75%, Scale AA(4)

284,724

200,434

485,158

328,659

230,074

558,733

RP-2000, Scale AA + 1%(5)

275,553

195,701

471,254

317,349

224,532

541,881

___________________________
Source: Author’s calculations.
1. Liability calculations use 6% discount rate.
2. All mortality assumptions use blended rates (50% male, 50% female).
3. Terminated vested participants (TVs).
4. Mortality adjustment factor applied to mortality rates below terminal age (120).
5. 1% improvement applied to mortality rates at all ages below age 101.
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Deciding Whether to Manage Longevity Risk
 The magnitude of longevity risk relative to other risks is one of the main items

factoring into mortality management decisions


Longevity risk is not the largest risk facing typical pension plans
– Equity and interest rate risk are usually the largest risks



There are two main components of longevity risk
– Basis between assumptions and actual mortality
– Improvement trend differences

 Another factor in longevity management decisions is the alternatives available


We give an overview of three main categories of alternatives
– Plan design changes
– Transfer risk to insurance companies
– Hedge longevity risk

 After evaluating the magnitude of the risk and the management alternatives

available, a comparison of the cost to the benefit (risk reduction) can be performed
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Alternative 1: Plan Design Changes
 Most longevity management alternatives assume the plan design does not change


Considering changes in plan design broadens the set of potential longevity
management alternatives

 Defined contribution plans


Converting from a defined benefit to a defined contribution plan shifts the
longevity and investment risks to participants

 Risk-sharing defined benefit plan designs


New plan designs could share certain risks between the employer and employee



Example: when longevity increases are greater than assumed, the benefit
accrual could decrease or the retirement age could increase



These plan designs could have difficulty meeting regulatory guidelines in certain
countries
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Alternative 2: Transfer Risk to Insurance Companies
 Traditional method of eliminating all risks is to terminate pension plan (buyout)


Group annuity contract purchased from insurance company and liability is
transferred

 There are variations on traditional terminations


Partial buyouts (for a portion of the population or benefits)



Buy-ins involve purchasing and holding annuity contracts from an insurance
company as an investment

 New risk transfer methods are being evaluated


Several new companies have started in the UK to broaden buyout alternatives
(most are
insurance-based)



Several companies in the US were working on new pension risk transfer
alternatives
– The Treasury Department and IRS essentially banned non-insurance based

risk transfers in the US in August 2008
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Alternative 3: Hedge Longevity Risk
 Solutions are being developed to hedge, rather than eliminate, longevity risk


It should be possible to focus on only the longevity risk separate from the
investment risks

 A longevity swap could lock in a longevity assumption


Pension plan would make fixed payments based on mortality expectations and
receive floating payments based on mortality experience of underlying population



The swap would be in effect for a specified amount of time



The basis risk may not be fully eliminated if the reference population for the
hedge is not the same as the population covered by the pension

 New solutions are being evaluated which could broaden the set of longevity

management alternatives in the future
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Conclusions
 Despite the debate over whether historic mortality improvements will continue at

the same pace as they have in the past, there is little debate that longevity
assumptions and experience have a significant impact on pension plans


As more plans adopt LDI strategies, the portion of total funded status risk due to
mortality should increase

 There are a number of interested parties contemplating new alternatives


Plan sponsors



Insurance companies



Investment banks



Investors

 It should be only a matter of time until new alternatives emerge and become more

common


Although plan sponsors are currently more focused on investment risk due to the
impact of 2008/2009 market declines
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